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(Received 3 September 2004; published 11 March 2005)0031-9007=Memory effects and glassy behavior have been repeatedly observed in disordered nematic liquid
crystals but the connection between these effects and the system topology remained unrevealed. We
present an analysis of the local and global topology of the nematic ordering in the presence of quenched
disorder and we show that nematics with quenched disorder can be mapped into a system of pinned defect
lines and that the memory of the system stems from the pinning of these strings.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.94.097802 PACS numbers: 61.30.Jf, 61.30.CzOne of the major revolutions in condensed matter phys-
ics is the shift from depicting defects as imperfections of an
otherwise ordered matrix to considering them as entities
characterized by topological charge, mutual interactions,
and ordering transitions [1]. This change of focus has
enabled reinterpreting classical order-disorder transitions
(in solids, superconductors, superfluids, and liquid crys-
tals) in terms of defects, e.g., disordering transitions as
processes of defect proliferation and unbinding. Although
this has been most intensively investigated in type-II super-
conductors, where vortex lines have been found to offer an
amazing potential for phase variety [2,3], quite similar, but
perhaps even richer, situations can be found in liquid
crystals (LCs) [4,5]. Indeed, the smectic LC phases, as
also expected on the basis of the famous analogy with
superconductors, hosts a rich variety of defect structures
[1,6]. In this same vein the nematic (N) to isotropic (I)
phase transition of LCs reflects the blowout (or condensa-
tion) of disclination defect lines (DL) [7,8]. Computer
simulations have demonstrated that by changing the defect
topology it is possible to make the transition more—or
less—pronounced [4,9]. We have previous shown that the
behavior of nematics hosting random solid networks can be
successfully described by the sprinkled silica spin (SSS)
model [10,11], an idealized spin lattice with static random
disorder. Experiments and SSS simulations coherently
confirmed the short ranged nature of local ordering [10]
and the presence of disorder induced memory effects [11].
Here we present an analysis of SSS simulation results for
the local and global topology of N order in the presence of
quenched disorder and we show for the first time that
nematics with quenched disorder can be mapped into a
system of pinned defect lines and that the dependence of
the system properties on its thermal history is a conse-
quence of the pinning of long disclination DL by quenched
disorder. The thermal history of the samples determines the
population of DL, while the pinning strength marks the
threshold from elastic response to memory effects. This
scenario presents indeed many intriguing analogies with
the description of vortex glasses in disordered type-II05=94(9)=097802(4)$23.00 09780superconductors [12], also studied by computer simula-
tions [13,14].
Two basic forms of memory are found in N with
quenched disorder: field-cooling (FC) memory, already
reported in a previous work ( [11], Fig. 3), and permanence
of partial alignment in zero-FC (ZFC) samples when tem-
porarily subjected to external electric fields. Quite likely
both forms of memory play a role in determining the
possibility of permanent ‘‘writing’’ of ‘‘filled nematics’’
displays [15]. Both forms of memory are canceled when
samples are brought in the I phase, although for very high
fields (a situation not explored here) permanent restructur-
ing of the disordering network or of LC anchoring at the
solid interface can take place [16]. The field-induced
memory on ZFC samples, typically requiring larger fields
than the FC memory, is reported in Fig. 1(a) for two
different species of experimental samples (Filled nematics
and Millipore-LCs). In turn, at low fields, where the per-
manent field-induced ordering is negligible, the whole
system behavior is elastic [17]. The structural difference
between the two disordering matrices and the arguable
flexibility of the Aerosil branches may account for the
diversity in field threshold and in residual transmittance.
The SSS model [10] is a Lebwohl-Lasher model with
quenched disorder, defined by the following Hamiltonian:
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where i; j run on nearest neighbors i < j and a fraction p of
the spins (si), randomly chosen, is kept fixed in random
orientations. Thus the system is composed by the two sets:
N -free spin describing the LC-frozen and S-frozen spins
(FS) introducing quenched disorder in the system, mim-
icking, for example, silica inclusions. The positive con-
stants , 	 express the spin-spin and field-spin coupling.
Here the field is along Z and P2 is the 2nd Legendre
polynomial. The evolution of the system is studied, us-
ing the Monte Carlo (MC) METROPOLIS algorithm [18], on
cubic lattice systems of linear sizes L  50, 80, and with2-1  2005 The American Physical Society
FIG. 1. Comparison between data obtained by optical mea-
surements [Panel (a)] and SSS MC simulations [Panel (b)] in a
ZFC experiment: the system is quenched in the N phase with no
external electric field applied. After the equilibration an electric
pulse is applied and the data are collected in presence (filled
symbols) and after the removal (open symbols) of the applied
field E. Panel (a) Transmitted intensity normalized to the iso-
tropic value I=I0 measured as a function of the amplitude of
1 kHz electric field applied for 5 seconds. The samples are
thermalized at 10 C below the I to N transition temperature.
Circles: 3 m Millipore membrane imbibed by 5 CB [11].
Squares: Filled nematic composed by 6 CB and 15% Aerosil
[10]. Panel (b) Asymptotic order parameter hP2i plotted as a
function of electric field strength 	. Data obtained with a 503
cube with p  14%. Inset: hP2i plotted as a function of the MC
cycles for L  50 (solid line) and L  80 (dashed line). The
electric field 	  0:03 is ON in the MC cycles interval
100 000; 200 000 and OFF elsewhere. In the inset three states
are defined: the initial state (zero-FC or RIC), the ON asymptotic
state in the presence of a field, and the OFF asymptotic state after
the removal of the field. The acronyms in the figures indicate the
configurations described in the text and in Table I.
FIG. 2 (color). DL perimeter length distribution for AIC (dots)
and RIC (open circles) for L  80 and p  0:14. Inset: snapshot
of the longest DL (2968 lattice units) in a RIC state, p  0:14,
L  50 (blue line). The red line is the longest DL (1392 lattice
units) obtained through the domain freezing procedure applied to
the same RIC system (see text for details).
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a MC time more than sufficient to reach equilibrium for
normal N phases [18]. The value of P2 for these equili-
brated states is generally overestimated because of finite-
size effect and decreases with increasing lattice size [12] as
shown in the inset of Fig. 1. In the simulations we mimic
the FC and ZFC states by studying the evolution from an
aligned initial configuration (AIC0, with all aligned spins)
and a random initial configuration (RIC0) [11]. The corre-
sponding equilibrated configurations, here after referred to
as AIC and RIC states, respectively, are remarkably differ-
ent [11]. In Fig. 1(b) we show, in analogy to the experi-
ments in Fig. 1(a), the presence of field-induced memory in
zero-FC states. The remarkable analogy in the memory
effects found in experiments and simulations indicates that
such effects have a universal character going beyond the
chemical details of the mesogen.09780Our simulations aimed to unravel the basic differences
between the various equilibrium (or metastable) states: FC,
ZFC, and ZFC-OFF states (defined in Fig. 1). A crucial
tool for this analysis was locating the disclination lines,
stable DL in the N phase, their annihilation being possible
only through the collapse of defect loops. We use a method
mathematically equivalent to that of Zapotocky et al. [19],
and consider all the elementary squares formed in the
simulation lattice by neighboring spins si, sj, sk, sl. A
defect segment pierces the square when the sign of the
product
Q
4  si 	 sjsj 	 sksk 	 slsl 	 si is negative.
(see Ref. [20]). With this algorithm we detected a large
number of DL, all forming loops of various lengths. The
analysis of the number and extension of defects in equili-
brated systems, shown in Fig. 2 and in Table I, reveals a
remarkable difference between AIC vs RIC states. The
AIC states contain a slightly shorter total DL length with
DLs organized in short loops (<100), while the DLs of RIC
states, whose distribution in perimeter length approaches
the AIC one for short DLs, also feature some very extended
loops (>100), absent in the AIC states. A snapshot of the
longest defect line in the L  50, p  0:14 RIC state is
shown in the inset of Fig. 2 (blue line).
Analysis of perimeter and persistence lengths of long DL
reveals their intimate connection with the structuring of the
system on length scales larger than the nematic correlation
length  . To this aim we performed a new set of simu-
lations as follows: in both AIC and RIC states, we have
frozen all spins involved in regions of large local ordering
(i.e,. spins whose energy is lower than a given threshold)
and found a new stable state freeing all other spins, pre-
vious FS included. The energy thresholds here employed
were 2:75 for p  0:07 and 2:65 for p  0:14 and2-2
TABLE I. DL parameters in the various states of the MC simulations with disorder density (p), lattice size (L) and for the
distribution of constraints. The first line of the table represents an equilibrated state with no frozen spins. For the other states, the
random FS are the same for all the states, except the FD states, where the p value, labeled as ‘‘*’’, refers to the RIC state whose ordered
domains have been frozen (see text for details). The longest DL loop length (LDLmax) marks the main topological difference between
AIC, RIC, and RIC-OFF states: the macroscopic remnant order hP2i in AIC and RIC-OFF states couples to a remarkable LDLmax
reduction. The energy per spin U for a given p is system history independent. The N correlation length  , expressing the extension of
the local N ordering, is well matched by the persistence distance dp, defined as the distance associated to the persistence length Lp (see
text for details). Reported data are averages on equilibrated configurations, with a standard deviation  5%.
state p L LDLtot LDLmax U hP2i  Lp (dp)
	 	 	 0 30 0 0 2:79 0.95
AIC 0.07 80 29 040 30 2:58 0.58
RIC 0.07 80 30 500 3700 2:57 0.18 10.4 23 (10.2)
RIC-FD 0.07* 80 2600 2400 2:70 0.19 10.4 18 (10.8)
AIC 0.14 80 74 000 60 2:38 0.45
RIC 0.14 80 76 000 12 400 2:36 0.07 6.0 17 (6.3)
RIC-FD 0.14* 80 6500 3700 2:59 0.08 6.0 9.3 (5.9)
AIC 0.14 50 18 200 50 2:38 0.56
RIC 0.14 50 18 280 2970 2:36 0.13 6.4
RIC-OFF1 0.14 50 18 260 2490 2:36 0.16
RIC-OFF2 0.14 50 18 220 2210 2:37 0.25
RIC-OFF3 0.14 50 18 140 1470 2:37 0.39
RIC-OFF4 0.14 50 18 300 50 2:38 0.56
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number. While in the case of AIC this ‘‘domain freezing’’
procedure yields a totally defect-free state, in the case of
RIC it yields a state having only long DL with basic
trajectory similar to those of the original RIC state but
definitely smoother (red line in the inset of Fig. 2). We find
that the shape of the correlation function gNr for the N
order does not change after the domain freezing procedure
(see the value of  in Table I). This matching demonstrates
that the presence of a long DL running a specific path is
essential to the RIC structure on long length scale. The
very necessity of long DL follows from the notion of short
ranged order, as can be seen by idealizing the system as a
collection of uncorrelated domains of size  . For three
randomly oriented neighboring domains there is a proba-
bility of 32% that the product
Q
3 calculated on their
orientation is negative and consequently that a DL runs
across the ideal triangle joining the domains. By adopting
the simplest assumption that domains are arranged in a
regular close packing geometry, we can estimate the num-
ber of such triangles and thus the total DL length. We
obtain LDLtot  24007100 for p  0:070:14 and L 
80, remarkably close to the total length of DL in RIC
‘‘domain freezing’’ simulations.
The intimate relationship between DL and correlation
length becomes apparent considering the persistence
length Lp of the long DL loops, defined as the character-
istic length of the exponential decay of the DL orientation
correlation fpl  hui 	 ui
 li, where u is a unit vec-
tor oriented as each defect segment. The values of Lp are
shown in Table I for both RIC and RIC ‘‘frozen do-
main’’(FD) states. Since Lp refers to a contour length, to
be compared with  it needs to be converted into the09780corresponding ‘‘persistence distance’’ dp (shown in
Table I in parenthesis for each Lp value), i.e., the average
distance between two points having a contour length Lp on
a DL. Equal values of dp are found for RIC and RIC-FD,
despite the difference in Lp. In all considered cases the
values of  and dp remarkably match.
According to this analysis, memory effects in the ori-
entational order of random nematics mirror memory ef-
fects in the topological state of the system. In turn, the
presence of DL has to be ascribed to the quenched
disorder, as it evidently appears by considering the
ratio R  number of DL neighboring at least one FS=
total DL number> 0:96 always (in RIC, RIC-ON,
RIC-OFF, and AIC states, with p  0:07 and 0.14).
This value should be compared with what is expected
if the DL were randomly coupled to the FS, i.e., the
ratio elementary squares containing at least one FS=
total number of elementary squares  0:45 (p  0:14)
and 0.25 (p  0:07). DL, both long and short, are thus
‘‘attracted’’ by FS. To confirm this notion, we inspected the
field effects on DL, since the application of an external
field enables us to permanently modify the ordering, un-
affected by thermal motion. The results in Table I show that
the RIC-OFF1–4 states (defined in Fig. 1), have increasing
hP2i and decreasing LDLmax, whereas both their total DL
length and energy are basically constant. The typical pat-
tern by which the long DL shrinks as the field is applied, is
exemplified by the snapshot in Fig. 3(b). As apparent, field
application changes portions of DL only, while relevant
parts of them keep track of the original RIC DL. In order to
quantify the shrinking, splitting, and pinning of DL quali-
tatively shown in Fig. 3(b), we have defined a proximity
parameter (PP) [see stars in Fig. 3(a)] which compares the2-3
FIG. 3 (color). Panel (a) Evolution of the relative fraction of
long (open circles) and short (filled circles) defect loops, PP
(stars), and R fraction (lines) as a function of MC cycles. The
data refer to the same MC simulations presented in the inset of
Fig. 1(b). The blue, green, and orange symbols refer to states
where the field is OFF, ON, and OFF again, respectively. Panel
(b) Snapshot of DL in a small portion of the simulation cube,
comparing the RIC state (blue line), the RIC-ON2 state (green
line) and RIC-OFF2 state (orange line).
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with its subsequent evolution. PP is defined as the fraction
of the DL having a distance  2p lattice units from the
original RIC DL, thus classifying as ‘‘near’’ DL belonging
to the same elementary cube. The effects of the field
application and of its removal are shown in Fig. 3(a), which
refers to the same data shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b). We
find that indeed a large fraction of the DL remains bound to
its original path, and that as the field is removed, the PP
displays a slight increase, indicating that the DLs partially
go back to their original path. Also shown in Fig. 3(a) are
the parameter R (line) and the relative fraction of DL
belonging to short (<100, open dots) and long (>100,
full dots) loops. The combination of evidences offered by
Fig. 3 indicates that FS bind DL through specific ‘‘pin-
ning’’ sites, favoring the positioning of DL in definite
locations. As the field is applied, long DL are stretched
away from the weakest pinning sections (PP decreases) and
partly broken into short DL loops, as indicated by the
decrease (increase) of the number of DL belonging to
long (short) loops. Since these transformations occur at
constant R, turning off the field produces only small adjust-
ments in the DL, which are captured by their closest
pinning sites formed by FS. Accordingly, the various con-
figurations, from the RIC to the AIC through the RIC-OFF
states, all equivalent in energy, appear as separated by
energy barriers related to the depinning and the splitting
of DL. Ultimately, the notion of FS-induced pinning sites is
implied by the fact that the total DL number is the same in
RIC and AIC states. Although it has not yet been demon-
strated, we argue that the random nature of the FS implies
they cannot be smoothly connected without DL. Thus,09780local energy minimization certainly favors specific loca-
tions for the DL, which can be satisfied by either short or
long DL loops.
In summary we have shown that the multitude of stable
configurations observed in experiments and computer
simulations of nematics with quenched disorder corre-
spond to radically different topological states, character-
ized by different distributions of long and short DL, and
separated by energy barriers corresponding to DL depin-
ning and splitting events. This work sheds a new light on
the intimate connection between quenched disorder and
glassy behavior [3]. The analogy between LCs and super-
conductors normally goes through the more complex
smectic phases [6], rather than the nematic studied here.
The impressive effect of coupling defect lines to quenched
disorder seems to establish a new correspondence between
the two fields, suggestive of a more fundamental pattern in
disordered materials.
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